KIT SOUL S5110 ACCESS/ ART 4WH
Reference: S5110 ACCESS/ART 4WH
Product code: 12205145
EAN code: 8429898024769

Main characteristics
SOUL/ACCESS video door phone kit with 2-wire G2+ technology.
Composed of:
Door panel SOUL/ACCESS video vandal resistant with numeric keypad.
4,3" ART 4WH/G2+ monitor.
FA-G2+ power supply.

-- Available from 2022 --

Additional information
Characteristics of the 4,3" ART 4WH monitor:

Characteristics of the SOUL/ACCESS panel:

4.3" screen with soft touch buttons.

Made of Zamak alloy, graphite color.

High efficiency loudspeakers.

Vandal-proof: IK-07 and IP-54 weatherproof.

Call forwarding through WIFI to mobile phones (app G2Call+, available for

150º wide angle camera with white auto-on LEDs for night vision.

Android and IOS).

LEDs indicating the different states of the system (call in progress, in

Audio communications, video and secret door opening.

communication, door opening).

Video-spy functions, auto-start, doctor mode and do not disturb.

Backlit metal push buttons with serigraphy of numbers and characters.

Intercommunication with other units of the house selectively.

Secret communication of audio, video and door opening process.

Personalization of ring tones.

Acoustic confirmation tones when pressing buttons.

Connection to the entrance door pushbutton, which saves the use of the

Relay output for the activation of two doors.

doorbell.

Surface mount.

Output to auxiliary call repeater.

Includes rainshield.

Image memory, up to 100 photos in internal storage. Micro SD card slot for video
Dimensions: 87(W) x 188(H) x 30(D) mm.

recording.
Functionality of automatic erasure of images after 30 days.
Up to 4 monitors in the same house without additional power.

Dimensions: 110(W) x 155(H) x 14(D) mm.

Accessories
ART 4WH/G2+ 4.3" hands free monitor with Wifi

MAC-SOUL replacement frame

MAC-ART replacement frame
Visit in the website: https://golmar.es/products/s5110-access-art-4wh
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